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ABSTRACT.  Let 9 be a real separable Banach space, fia Gaussian mea-

sure on the Borel cr-field of 8, and  B„[®] the completion of the Borel o--field

under p.   If G £ B ,[S] is a subgroup, we show that /¿(G) = 0 or 1, a result

essentially due to Kallianpur and Jain.   Necessary and sufficient conditions

are given for /¿(G) = 1 for the case where G is the range of a bounded linear

operator.   These results are then applied to obtain a number of 0-1  state-

ments for the sample function properties of a Gaussian stochastic process.

The zero-one law is then extended to a class of non-Gaussian measures, and

applications are given to some non-Gaussian stochastic processes.

1. Introduction. Kallianpur [12] has proved the following result.   Let T be a

complete separable metric space, y a linear space of real-valued functions on T,

and B[y] the ff-field of y sets generated by sets of the form ix: (x(/j), • • •,

x(t )) £ C\, '»»•••, t   £ T and C a Borel set in R".  Suppose that P is a Gaussian

probability measure on BÍx) with continuous covariance function K and zero

mean, and that y contains the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of K.   Let Bgfy]

denote the completion of B[y] under P.  With these assumptions, Kallianpur has

shown that P(G) = 0 or 1 for every Bn[X]-measurable r-module of y.   This result

was extended to subgroups by Jain [ll].   Moreover, an inspection of the proofs

in [12] and [ll] reveals that the zero-one law holds for Gaussian measures with

nonzero mean, after making the necessary change in the form of the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of a Gaussian measure equivalent to P.

We first show that this zero-one law holds for Gaussian measures on a real

separable Banach space.  Necessary and sufficient conditions for the alternatives

are also given for cases where the subgroup is the range space of a bounded

linear operator.   A number of applications are given on path properties of Gaussian

stochastic processes.  Finally, the zero-one law is extended to a class of non-
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Gaussian measures, and some zero-one laws are given for a class of non-

Gaussian stochastic processes.

As noted in [12], Cameron and Graves [2] first considered this problem for

the case of Wiener measure.   In another direction, Pitcher [18] essentially proved

the following result.   Let p be a zero-mean Gaussian measure on a real separable

Hubert space K with covariance operator K.  Suppose Tí = TST  tot S and T

Hilbert-Schmidt linear operators.  Then /¿trange(T)] = 0 or 1.   Our interest in this

problem was motivated by Pitcher's work.  Results similar to those of Kallianpur,

but restricted to linear manifolds, have been obtained by Rosanov [l9l.

2. Definitions. 8 will denote a separable Banach space with norm ||*||, H a

separable Hubert space with inner product (•, •).  All linear spaces are defined

over the real numbers.   For a given topological space 3, ß[u] will denote the

Borel CT-field of S sets.   If p is a probability measure on B[u], then B„[S] will

denote the completion of ß[S] under p.  A covariance operator in K is an opera-

tor that is bounded, linear, nonnegative, selfadjoint, and trace-class.

A Gaussian measure p on B[S] is by definition a probability measure such

that all bounded linear functionals on 8 are Gaussian with respect to p. 8 is

the space of all bounded linear functionals on 8.

3. The zero-one law for Banach space. In this section, we obtain the zero-

one law for Gaussian measures on a separable Banach space.   To obtain this

result, we will first show that Kallianpur's result, and Jain's extension, includes

Gaussian measures on a separable Hubert space.

We recall that if p is a Gaussian measure on ß[H], then p has a mean ele-

ment m and covariance operator 7?, defined by

(m, y) = jK(x, y) dp(x),       (Ru, y) = j (x - m, u)(x - m, y) dpix)

fot all a, y in K [l6].

Lemma 1. Let p be a Gaussian measure on Bul], and suppose that G is a

subgroup ofK,Ge bJK\.   Then p(G) = 0 or 1.

Proof. Let 8 denote the function on HxK defined by 8(a, v) = (7?a, v),

where 7? is the covariance operator of p.  Let W: K ~~* H   be given by Wu =u

when u(x) = (a', x) tot all x e K.   W is continuous, linear, one-to-one and onto.

It is straightforward to show that the reproducing kernel Hubert space 77(8) of 8

is equal to W[range(7?   )] with the inner product (a, v)Ht^y ■ ixu> xv)> where x^

is the unique element of range(Ti) satisfying WR  %a = a.  Now let v be the

Gaussian measure on ßU( ] defined by v[A] = p[W~ (A)].   The covariance func-

tion of v is 8; 8 is continuous on KxK, and 77(7?) C K .   We can thus apply
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the 0-1 law of [12] and [ll] to v. Since W is linear, W[g] is a subgroup; since

W~ is continuous and one-to-one, W[g] belongs to bJK ]. Hence v[W(G)\ =

p[G]= Oor 1.

Now let p be a Gaussian measure on B[5B] and suppose that G £ ß„CB] is a

subgroup of 58.

Theorem 1. ¡i(G) = 0 or 1.

Proof. We can construct a separable Hilbert space H such that the elements

of 38 constitute a dense linear manifold in K, S £ 5DO» and bKB] = 5B n BUI];

see [14].   Let v be the Gaussian measure on BwO defined by v(A) = p(S3 O A).

Let BvD0 be the completion of B\K] under v.  Since all sets in B[5B] of p-mea-

sure zero belong to BuO and have v-me asure zero, it is clear that ß^CH] contains

all elements of B [58].   Hence, if G is a subgroup in 58, G £ B [S], then G is a

subgroup in H, G £ ßvLH].   The result now follows from Lemma 1 and the defini-

tion of v.

4. Measurable subgroups. The following two lemmas can often be used to

show that a given subgroup is measurable.

Lemma 2 [17]. Let T be a map from a complete separable metric space ÜRj

into a complete separable metric space JlL.   Suppose T is one-to-one and

bDKjI/bDKj] measurable.   Then T[A] £ B^] when A £ bDHJ.

In our applications, we deal with a bounded linear operator T between two

Banach spaces.   The following lemma extends Lemma 2 (Kuratowski's theorem)

to the case where Jl— (the null space of T) contains elements other than the

null element.

Lemma 3. Let 58. and 58    be two separable Banach spaces, with T: 58, —*

58. a bounded linear operator.   Then

(1) 56. and range(T) can be imbedded as measurable dense linear manifolds

in Hilbert spaces Hj and H2 so that ß[58j] = SBj n ßtf^], Btange(T)] =

range(T) O ß[M ], and T is bounded as a map from Kj into K .

(2) // S8j  is reflexive, then range(T) £ fitina].

(3) // 58j is a Hilbert space, then T[A D Jl^.] £ bB^ for all A e BÖBJ.

Proof. (1) Denote the norm on S¿ by ||'||f.  Let 58, be the separable Banach

space consisting of range(T) and the 582 norm.  Define Ty SBj —* $>, by T^x =

Tx.   Let \xj, n = 1, 2, • • •, be a dense subset of Sj.  Since range(Tj) is dense

in 58.» {TjX !, n = 1, 2,--', is dense in 58,.

For each x , define an element Fn in 38* as follows.  If ||TxJ|2 = 0, Fn is

the null element.   If ||Tx ||2 ¿ 0, pick Fn so that \\Fj = 1 and FJTxJ = ||T*J2.
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Let {a } be a set of real scalars such that a  = 0 if \\Tx II   = 0, while otherwise
n n "      n"2        '

a > 0, and S a - 1.  Define an inner product (•, •), and norm 11—il_ on 8, by
n n n o j d

(a, v), = 2n<x F (u)F (v).   The norm obtained from this inner product is obviously

weaker than the ||-||2 norm, since  ||Ta||2 < supnF2(Ta)= ||Ta||2.   Let H3 be the

Hubert space obtained by completing 8, under the norm ||*|L.   Let 7,: 8 ~' H

be the natural injection map.  Since the 8, norm is stronger than the K    norm,

7, is bounded, linear, and one-to-one; by Kuratowski's theorem, 7,[A] e ß[H,]

whenever A e B[83J.  Hence A e BtMj], so that ß[83]C BÜi^.  If C e ß[K3],

then %5nC= /"HSj n C]; since ft^nC belongs to bDÍj], 7^[83 O C] e B[83L

Thus, ß[83l = 83 n b[H31.

Consider T*Fn.   ||T*fJ < ||T|| since ||Fj| = 1.   Moreover, ||Tx||2 =

supJ[T*Fn](x)|<supn||r*Fj|||A:||,.  Hence  ||T|| = supn ||r*Fj|.   Let {Lj,

n = 1, 2, • • •, be a set of elements in 8, selected as follows.   For n such that

a  = 0, pick L   such that ||L  || = 1 and L (x ) = \\x ||,.   For « such that a   ¿ 0,
n ' r n "    n" n    n        "   n"l n *

define  L   = ||T*F fl-'rÏF ■  Define scalars \ß !, « = 1, 2, • • •, such that
ft      "    L    n L    n '  n

oo

ß   > 0, all re, 2/3   = a   if an £ 0, and i   _ ,/3   < 1.  Define an inner product

<•"•>, on 8, by (u, v)"= ir=xßnLn(u)Ln(v).  Note that (a, a), < S~=1/3j|a||2<

||a||,.   Let H, be the separable Hubert space obtained by completing 8, under

the norm obtained from the inner product (•, •),.   Using the natural injection of

8, into K, and Kuratowski's theorem, one obtains ß[8,]C Bui,], bW>A =

8, OBtJi,].
Consider T.  as a map from K, into K .   For a in 8,, one has

2||T||2(a, a), > 2||T||2|^ £ a„ ||T*Fj|-2[r*Fn]2(a)}

>Z^(T,a)=||Tia||2,
n

where the summations are over all « such that a  / 0.  Thus, T, is a bounded

linear map from 8. into K , and can be extended by continuity to a bounded

linear operator on K,.

(2) Since 8, is reflexive, the convex set A   = {x e 8,: ||x||   < «i is weakly

compact, and hence T[A ] is closed in the norm topology.   Trius" T[8,] =

U„ T[AJ is in B[82].   '
(3) The operator T is one-to-one on the Hubert space consisting of Jlr and

the 8. inner product.   For A e ß[8,], A n Jl£ is a Borel set in JlT.  The fact

that T\A n DtT] is in ß[82] follows from Lemma 2.

5. Necessary and sufficient conditions for p(G) = 1. There are many problems

in which one will wish to determine if p(G) = 1 for some measurable subgroup G.
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Theorem 2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for p(G) =1 for a large

class of subgroups.

Theorem 2. Suppose T: K —+ 58 is a bounded linear operator.  If p is a

Gaussian measure on ß[58], with mean element m, then

(a) p[range(T)] = 0 or 1.

(b) ptrange(T)] = 1  if and only if there exists a Gaussian measure v on BuO

such that u[A] = v\x: Tx £ A\ for all A in ß[SB].

(c) Let K.  be a separable Hilbert space containing % as a dense linear

manifold and such that SB £ b\R], B[5B] = S O b{K\.   Let pj be the Gaussian

measure on bCKj] defined by pÁA] = p[S O A], A £ B[Hj]l   Then ptange(T)] = 1

if and only if m £ range(T) and there exists a covariance operator S in H, such

that Kj = TSTX, where Kj  is the covariance operator of p} and Tj  is the Hilbert

space adjoint of T, T,:j\, —' H.

Proof.  Part (a) follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.   To prove (b), we first

note that if such a measure v exists, then obviously p[range(T)] = 1.   Thus, sup-

pose p[range(T)] = 1.  Define a map V: 58 ~* K by Yx - v if x = Tv and v 1 JlT;

Yx=0ií x¿ range(T).   For A e b[K], Y" 1(A) = \x:x=Tv,veA O Jï^j if

OÍA.   If 0£A,then  Y~l(A) = T[A n )l£] U \x: x i range(T)!.   In both cases,

Y~ (A) belongs to ß[58], by Lemma 3, and hence Y is B[58]/b[H] measurable.

Y thus induces a measure v on S[H] from p; v(A) = p{x: yx £ A\.  i/(K) =

p{x: Vx £ Hi = 1; also, vPl-j.] = pix: Yx i JíT{ = ptange(T)] = 1.  To see that v

is Gaussian, let u be any element of range(T ); then there exists \u \ C 58  such

that T*u   -t a.   Thus viy: <y, a) < ¿i = pfx: (yx, a) < ¿1 = p}x: lim (yx, T*a ><
n '     J ' ' n n

k] = ii\x: lim  u (TYx) < k\ - pix: lim  u (x) < k\, since ranee(T) = |x: Tyx = x}.
r n   n ' n   n °

As the a.e. limit of a sequence of Gaussian random variables, the random variable

/ : x —♦ (x, u) is Gaussian with respect to v.  v is thus a Gaussian probability

measure.   To see that p is induced from v by T, one notes that p{x: x £ A] =

pjx: x £ A n range(T)! = p{x: Tyx £ A! = «/¡x: Tx £ /l!.

To prove (c), we note that  ptange (T)] = 1 «=» pjhangeiT)] = 1.   Thus, if

pfrange(T)] = 1, let v be the Gaussian measure on BÜi] such that p, = v ° T    .

Let S and y be the covariance operator and mean element of v. We first note that

Ty = m, since /   (x, a)j du^x) = /j,(x, Txu)dv(x), all a in Kj, where (•, •)1 is

the inner product on Kj and (•, •) is the inner product on K.  Now, for all u, v

in K,"!•

(Kja, w)j = JM (x - m, a)j(x - m, v\ dy.A.x)

Ç(x-y, T*u)(x - y, T\v)dvix) = <TST*a, v)v
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Hence, 7C, = TSTy   Conversely, if K, = TST y, S a covariance operator in H,

and m = Ty for y e H, we define v to be the Gaussian measure on ß[K] with co-

variance operator S and mean element y.   The map T: K ~* H, induces from v a

Gaussian measure on ß[H,] having covariance operator TST'    and mean element

m; since a Gaussian measure on H, is uniquely specified by its covariance

operator and mean element, this measure must be p..

Some applications of Theorem 2 are given in the next section.   However, it

may be of interest to note here the following.  Suppose p is a Gaussian measure

on ß[K], with covariance operator K.   Part (c) of Theorem 2 shows that

p\x: x + m e range(K   )} = 0 for all men.   This property is not shared, for arbi-

trary Gaussian p, by all subgroups G e ß[K] such that p(G) = 0.   For example,

if p is a zero-mean Gaussian measure such that ii[range(T)] = 1 for T a bounded

and linear map in K, then ti,[range(T)] = 0, PyX: x - m e range(T)! = 1, where

p.  is the translate of p by m, m 4- range(T).   However, it is clear from Theorem 2

that if p is a zero-mean Gaussian measure and T:n    • H is bounded and linear,

then ii[range(T)] = 0 «=» p\x: x + m e range(T)i = 0 for all men.   It would be

interesting to know whether this holds for all subgroups in Bui].   It so, the

method used to prove Theorem 1 shows that a similar result would hold for any

subgroup in ß[8].

Part (c ) of Theorem 2 is an extension of a result by Pitcher [18], who proved

the following.   Suppose p is a zero-mean Gaussian measure on ß[K], with co-

variance operator K.   Suppose 7< = TST, where T and S ate linear, bounded, non-

negative, selfadjoint, and Hilbert-Schmidt operators in K, with T strictly posi-

tive.   Then /¿[range (7")] = 0 or 1, and u[range(T)] = 1 if and only if S is trace-

class.   His method of proof requires the assumptions that K= TST, that range(T) =

ranged) = K, and that S is selfadjoint and compact.

The following theorem generalizes (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 to two Banach

spaces.

Theorem 3. Suppose 8. (z = 1, 2) is a rea7 separable Banach space, and

that T: 8. —' 8    is a bounded linear operator.  Suppose that either 8,  is re-

flexive, or else T is one-to-one.   Let p be a Gaussian measure on ß[82J.   Then

range(T) £ B\§>2], and u[range(T)] = 0 or 1.   Moreover, ittrange(T)] = 1  /'/ and

only if there exists a Gaussian measure v on B[S,] such that p is induced from

vby T.

Proof. First consider the case where T is one-to-one.  It is clear that we

need only prove the existence of v as defined in the theorem when ¿¿[range(T)] = 1.

Since T      exists, it is obvious that there exists a probability measure v on

ß[8,] such that v(A) = p\x: T~lx e A), and that T induces p from v.  We show v

is Gaussian.
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Let y be any element of 38* belonging to range(T ); say y = T v.   Then,

v\x: y(x)< k\ = p{x: y(T~1x)< k\ =p{x: T*v(T~ lx) < k\ = pix: v(x)<k}. This number

is uniquely defined, since if T v = T z, then T v(T~ x) = T z(T    x) for all x in

range(T), so that v(x) - z(x) with p-measure one.   Hence, one sees that y(x) is

Gaussian with respect to v for all y in range(T ).  Range(T ) is weak -dense in

5Bj, since T is one-to-one.   Thus, if y £ 38j is not in range(T ), then there exists

a sequence \yn\ C range(T ) such that y„(x) —» y(x) for all x £ SBj.   Hence y is

the a.e. (v) limit of a sequence of Gaussian random variables, and thus is Gaussian.

For the case where 58,  is reflexive, with T not necessarily one-to-one, sup-

pose that ptrange(T)] = 1.   From Lemma 3, one can imbed 58j densely in a separ-

able Hilbert space Hj such that fl[58,] = 5Bj A ßCKj], while range(T) is imbedded

densely in a separable Hilbert space JL with ßtrange(T)] = range(T) D BtH-]»

and T can be extended by continuity to a bounded linear operator T.:li. ~* H-.

Define y: H2 -> Kj by Yx = v if x = T\v and v i îlT , while  Yx = 0 if

x ¿rangeOTj).  Define p'on B]}(2] by p'(A)= p(SB2 n A).   The procedure used to

prove (b) of Theorem 2 shows that there exists a Gaussian measure v on BtH,]

such that p'(A)= i/jx: TjX £ A¡ for A in ß[H2].  i/(S8j)= t>{x: TjX £ 582i =

p'(382) = 1.   Let v0 be the restriction of v to ßtißj].   If a £ 58* belongs to H*,

then a is a Gaussian random variable with respect to vQ, since v is Gaussian.

Hence uQ is Gaussian provided Hj  is dense in 58j.  Suppose there exists / in

58j   such that f(v) = 0 for all v in H,.  Since 58j is dense in H, and 56,  is iso-

metrically isomorphic to 58j , 56j   is dense in Hj   and hence / must be the null

element of 58j .   Thus Hj  is dense in 58j, so that i/0 is Gaussian, with p(A) =

vAx: Tx £ A\ for A e ß[582].   The remainder of the proof is obvious.

Theorem 3 extends the following well-known result: If p is a Gaussian mea-

sure on BOB,], and T: 2). ~♦ 58    is bounded and linear, then the measure on

ß[582] induced from p by T is also Gaussian.   Thus if T~    exists, then Theorem

3 shows that for a Gaussian measure p on ß[582], p[domain(T~ )] = 0 or 1; if

p[domain(T~ )] = 1, then the measure induced from p by T~    is Gaussian.  If

T"    does not exist, but SBj is reflexive, we still have that ptrange(T)] = 1 if

and only if there exists a Gaussian measure on B[56j] from which p is induced by T.

6. Applications to Gaussian measures and Gaussian stochastic processes.

In this section, the preceding theorems are applied to obtain a number of zero-

one statements for Gaussian measures and Gaussian stochastic processes.  In-

cluded are results on convergence of sequences, convergence of series, and

analytical properties of sample paths.

All processes and random variables considered are real-valued, and defined

on a probability space (ÍÍ, ß, P).   T will denote a compact interval.   L   or

LÄT] will denote the space of equivalence classes of real-valued Lebesgue-
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measurable functions on T such that fT \ft\p dt < oo.   /   denotes the set of all p-

summable real-valued sequences; C or C[T] will denote the space of real-valued

functions defined and continuous on T.  In applications involving a norm or a

norm topology on these spaces, it is always assumed that the standard norm is

used; e.g., ||/|| = supieT |/t| for C.

Theorem 4. Suppose \Z  !, « = 1, 2, • • •, is a family of jointly Gaussian real

random variables on a probability space (Q, ß, P).   The following sets belong

to ß and have P-measure 1 or 0:

(1) A = {oj: Z (&)) converges to some real number k(a>)\,

(2) A , = \cù: Z (co) converges to k\ for any fixed real number k,

(3) B = {<u: sup \Z ((ù)\ < oo, Z (<u) is not convergent],

(4) C = ¡w: lim inf|Zn(w)| < »j,

(5) D = \cü: sup \Z (eo)| = oo, |Zn(tü)| is not convergent],

(6) F = {<u: |Z (o>)] converges to oo}.

Moreover, if \Z , re > ll is an independent family with \EZ , re > 1} bounded,

then P(F) = 1  if and only if £, > , a~   < oo, where au is the variance of Z,.

Proof. Let \g ], « = 1, 2, • • •, be a set of real numbers such that

1ng2nEZ2n < oo, Sng2 < oo, and gn > 0 for « > 1.  Define Y(a) by Y£(cu) = g;Z.(a).

Let c denote the space of all convergent sequences of real numbers x -

(x., x2, - • -).   c is a separable Banach space under the norm ||x|| = supn |x |.

Suppose x e c.   Then S.(g.x.)2 < (£.g2)||x||  .   Thus we can define a bounded,

linear, and one-to-one operator G: c —> 72 by (Gx)i = g;x(..  We see that

\cú: Z((ù) e c! = \ù>: Y(a>) e range(G)}.   Now we note that Y induces from P a

Gaussian measure p on ß[/2], A = Y~  [range(G)], and P(A) - it(range(G)), prov-

ing the assertion for A.

For the set A,, we consider the space cQ of real sequences that are con-

vergent to zero.  We note that o e Afe if and only if Zn(<u) - k —» 0.  cn is a

separable Banach space under the norm ||x|| = supn |*n|.  Defining the operator

G: cQ —» L by (Gx). = g.x., one sees that G is bounded, linear, and one-to-one.

Let Y(a) be defined by  Y{(co) = gfZJjù) - k).   Y(a) is in 72 a.e. dP(a), thus

induces a Gaussian measure on ß[72].  Moreover, Zn(w) - k —» 0 if and only if

Y(ù>) e range(G).   The remainder is clear.

To prove the 0-1 statement on B, we apply a 0-1 law for Gaussian random

variables due to Landau and Shepp [15], which states that P[supn |Z | < oo] = 1

or 0.   Since \a>: sup |Z (<y)| < °oj is the union of the disjoint sets A and B, P(B)=

0 or 1.   Next, let I Y , « > 1Î and Y: 0 —» /    be defined as in the proof for the

set A.  Then C = Y~ l(C'), where

C'= (« e 72: lim inf |*/gj < oo! =    U „Q  feUN{*: ||Gfex|| < m],
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with G, : /- -• /, the bounded linear operator defined by iGftx)i = 8 kxkg,.  Hence,

C ' e B[L] and is a linear manifold, so that P(C) = p(C ') = 0 or 1, p the Gaussian

measure on B[/-l induced from P by Y.  The 0-1 statement on D now follows

from the fact that C is the union of the disjoint sets A, B, and D.  Similarly, the

0-1 law for F is obtained by noting that ft is the union of the disjoint sets C

and F.

Suppose now that \Z » n > ll is an independent family, with \EZn\ < M<

<*,n>l.  One has P(F) = 1 - limm_K)P[lim supfeAm fe], where Am k =

\ù>: \Zk((ù)\ < mi.   Thus P(F) = 1 if P[lim sup^/i^J = 0 for all m > 1.  Con-

versely, if P(F) o 1, then P[lim supfe/4m fe] = 0 for all m > 1, since the sequence

|P[limsup,A    .]> m > li is nondecreasing.  Using the Borel-Cantelli lemmas

and the independence of \Zn, n > li, P[lim sup^A^ fe] = 0 if and only if

2i 2 1 P(-Am,k> < °°-   Hence. P(p) = í  if and only if  \ 2 l^m.ife^ < °° f0f a11 m"

For each m and ¿, one has (2A)Hexp[-(m + M)2/(2a2)]m/<7k < P(A      )<

(y.hflm/ak, where a2 =inffe o-2. Hence, P(F) =1 if 2^ ^ j a"1 < «. Sup-

pose P(F) = 1; then by Fatou's lemma ak —» =«, so that er > 0, and the lower

bound on P(A ,) shows that S, .^r < °°. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

We note that the proof of Theorem 4 shows that the set F of the theorem has

probability one if 2fe    .ff^1 < e°, without the hypothesis of independence of

\Z , n> li, and without requiring \EZ  , n > li to be bounded.

Corollary. Suppose (X ), í £ T (aw interval), is a separable Gaussian pro-

cess, with tn e T.   Then lim ,    X   exists with probability one or zero; if the
" '''o   '

first alternative holds, then lim..    X  = k with probability one or zero for any
t FIq    t

fixed real number k.  Also, lim ,     |X | = » with probability one or zero.
* ' o

Similar statements hold for t [ tQ.

Proof. There exists a monotone sequence \t , n > 1( C T such that /   f /.

and lim infífí  X( = lim infn_>00Xí , lim sup/t/  X{ = lim supn_tO0Xi   with proba-

bility one 14, p. 55J.   From Theorem 4, limn^00Xí    exists with probability one
n

or zero.  The remainder of the proof is clear.

The corollary yields many 0-1 statements on local path properties of a sep-

arable Gaussian process, including differentiability, continuity, and each of the

possible types of discontinuity (removable, jump of finite amplitude,   jump of

infinite amplitude, oscillatory with bounded oscillations, oscillatory with un-

bounded oscillations, and both limits existing, infinite, and of the same alge-

braic sign).   These 0-1 laws, which hold for each point in the index set, are for

fixed discontinuities.   If (X ) is a mean-square-continuous separable Gaussian

process on T, then any fixed discontinuity must be oscillatory.   Thus, for such
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a process, we obtain the result (first obtained by Ito and Nisio [9]) that every

point of T is either a point of a.s. continuity, or else a point of a.s. oscillatory

discontinuity.   If (X() is also stationary, this yields Dobrushin's result [3] that

either almost all paths of (X ) are continuous on T, or else almost all paths

have an oscillatory discontinuity at every point of T.

The following theorem treats the convergence of series involving Gaussian

random variables, including the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of mean-square-con-

tinuous Gaussian processes.

Theorem 5. Let \Z i, re = 1, 2, • • •, be a family of jointly Gaussian random

variables on a probability space (0, ß, P).   Let \e ] be a set of functions

defined and continuous on the interval T.   Define, for 1 < p < 00,

A = \a>: 2, Zn(a>)en(t) converges uniformly on T],

B   = {&>: S, [Z (&))]pe (t) converges absolutely and uniformly on T],

C^lco-.l^lZ^^Koc].

Then A, B , and C   each belongs to ß, each has probability one or zero, and

P[Cp] = 1 if and only if 2~[E(Z2(<y))?/2 < 00.

Proof. Let g   = n~   if EZ (<u)< 1, and g   = n~ [E Z (cu)]~    otherwise.

Let Yn = gnZ72; then  Y(a) m (Y,(&>), Y2(a),•••) e 72 a.e. dP(a>).  Let Ö, s

{<u: Y(a>) e I A.   Y: Q, —» 7   induces a probability measure pY on B[/21; pY is

Gaussian, since if S|x, I   < 00, Sx   Y,  is a Gaussian random variable as the

a.e. limit of a sequence of Gaussian random variables.  If SJx^J'' < 00, p > 1,

then 2 n~2|x I2 < sup   |x   I2 2 «~2 < 2 ||x||2.  Hence we define the bounded,
n '   n     — to     m        n —     H   "p

linear, and one-to-one operator G : '_ —* 72 by (G x)n = gn«n for x e I .  Define

the continuous function e'n by e'n(t) = g~pen(t), and define e^ by e"n(t) = g~ ejjt).

Note that A = Y~ \x e 7?: S, x^e^i) converges uniformly on T], B   =

Y~ \x e 1-. S, |x \pe'(t) converges absolutely and uniformly on T], and C   =

Y"1[range(G )].   To show that A is in ß and P(A) = 0 or 1, we note that the set

of <a for which the series converges uniformly is

m

a= n u   n  n
Nâl  Mal m>n>M   teS

Z     e¡k(í)Z¿fc((u)
fe=n+l

TV

where 5 is a countable dense subset of T.  But A = Y~ [D], where

o= n u   n   n
N21   M2l   m>n>M   ifS

z •;<*,
fe=n+l

<i
TV

D is obviously in B[72], since {x: |Sfee/y^xfe| < l/M{ £ ß[/2] for any finite index

set 7 and scalars \y, ].  D is also a linear manifold.  Hence P[A] = tty[D] = 0 or
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1, py the measure induced from P by Y. Similarly, using the inequality \a+ b\p<

2p(\a\p + \b\p), P(Bp) = 0 or 1.   It is clear that Cp belongs to ß and that P(Cp) =

0 or 1.   Finally, P(C ) = 1 if and only if the paths of (Zfl) induce a Gaussian

measure on B[l ]; the results of [20], [2l] show that this occurs if and only if

ln[EZ2n(co)¥/2<°o.

The result for the set A of the theorem shows that the Karhunen-Loeve ex-

pansion of a mean-square-continuous Gaussian process converges uniformly with

probability one or zero.   It is known ([6], [l 0]) that this occurs with probability

one (for a separable process) if and only if almost all paths of (Xt) are continuous

on T.  The following theorem gives results on analytic properties of sample paths

when the paths are almost all continuous.

Theorem 6. Suppose p is a Gaussian measure on the Borel o-field of GÎT].

The following sets belong to B[C[T]] and have ¡i-measure zero or one:

(1) ACp[t] = \x: x is absolutely continuous with L0 derivative], any fixed

P e [l, oo),

(2) C"[t] = ix: x is n-times continuously different'iable on T\.

Proof.  (1) Let Q    denote the real separable Banach space with elements

(a, x), a a real scalar, x in L [T], and with norm defined by \\(a, x)|| = |a| + ||x|| .

Let S: Qp -* C[T] be defined by S(a, x)t = a+ ¡tax(s)ds, where T = [a, b\.  S

is a one-to-one bounded linear map, so that by Lemma 2 ranged) is a Borel set

in C[tL  Noting that range(S) is a linear manifold and that range(5) = ACP[T],

one sees that p(ACp[T]) = 0 or 1.

(2) Cn[T] is a real separable Banach space under the norm   ||x|| =

2?=0supieT Ix^l.   The natural injection of Cn[T] into C[T] is a bounded,

linear, and one-to-one map.   Thus C"[T] is a Borel-measurable linear manifold

in CIt], and the result follows.

If p > 1 and ¡i(ACp) = 1, then Theorem 3 shows that the operation of differ-

entiation induces from p a Gaussian measure on L .  For this, one notes that

S~ V = (f(a), /(10 for / £ ACP, S as in the proof of Theorem 6.  This induces a

Gaussian measure on BÍQ ], and projection into L    gives a Gaussian measure v

on B[Lj, v(A) = pjx £ ACP: x(1 > £ A] for A £ b[lJ.p r p

Before stating the next theorem, we establish a lemma essentially used by

Pitcher [18].

Lemma 4. Suppose (X ), t e T, is a measurable Gaussian stochastic process.

If almost all sample paths of (Xf) belong to L [T], 1 < p < <*>, then (X() induces

a Gaussian measure p on B[L ]» defined by p(A)= P\a>: X(a>) e A\, where X(co)

is the sample path of (X ) evaluated at et).

Proof. To see that X: Q —» L   is j8/B[L ] measurable, one notes that by
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Fubini's theorem í<u: [/T \X(((ú)\pdt]l/p < e] = X^'ix: ||*||   < fl belongs to ß.

Since sets of the form ¡y: ||y||   < f!, f > 0, form a neighborhood base at zero for

the norm topology in L , X~ [A] e ß fot A e B[L ].   Hence, X induces a proba-

bility measure p on B[L ].  As noted by Pitcher [18], a result of Doob [4, pp. 64—

65] shows that every bounded linear functional on L    is Gaussian with respect

to p, so that p is a Gaussian measure.

For the next result, we make the following definitions.   C   [T] is the set of

all equivalence classes in L^[t] that contain an element of C[T]; Cn [T] and

ACP [T] ate defined similarly.

Theorem 7. Suppose (X ), t e T, is a measurable Gaussian stochastic process

on a complete probability space (£2, ß, P).   The following sets belong to ß and

have probability zero or one:

(1) \(ù:X(<ù)eLp{T]],anyp>l,

(2) W. X(o>) e C^lTll,
(3) {a: X(o>) e C^tTli, any re > 1,

(4) !<u: X(a) e AC^[T]i, any p>l.

Proof. Define the function g on T by g(t) = 1 if EZ2 < 1; g(t) = (EZ2)~l

otherwise.   Let (Y ) = (g.X ); (Y.) is a measurable Gaussian process with almost

all sample paths in L,.   Thus Y induces from P a Gaussian measure ¿iy on ß[L,].

Now let G: L, —» L, be defined by Gv = gv, g as above.   G is bounded, linear,

and one-to-one.  Clearly, f«: X(tu) e L,{ = \a>: Y(ú>) e range(G)!.   Hence,

{(a: X(<y) e L,j e ß, and P|w: X(w) e L,i = ¿ty}range(G)| = 0 or 1.   For p > 1, one

uses the fact that L, D L , and that the natural injection of L   into L, is a

bounded, linear, and one-to-one operator.

To prove the theorem for the sets in (2)—(4), we first note that C   [T],

C" [T] and ACP [T] ate subsets of LAt].   From part (1), either almost all paths
eq eq 1 r

of (X ) belong to L^iT], or almost all do not belong to L,[T].   If almost all paths

lie outside L,, then X-1[A] 6 ß tot all subsets A of L,, since (Q, ß, P) is

complete.  Thus to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the sets indi-

cated in (2)-(4) of the theorem are elements of ß, and that each set has proba-

bility one or zero, when almost all paths of (X{) belong to L,[T].

Thus, suppose that P\a>: X(<a) e LA = 1, and let px be the Gaussian mea-

sure induced on B[LA by (X(); px(A) = P{a>: X(<y) e A],   Let W be the map taking

x in C into its equivalence class in L,.  Since fT\ x \dt < T sup eT \x \, W is

bounded and linear; W is also one-to-one.   Thus range(W) e B[lA by Lemma 2,

and hence itxtrange(H')] = 0 or 1.  Since range(W)= C   [T], this shows that

X_1(C   )£ ¿3 and that PtX-^C,)] = 0 or 1.
eq eq

To prove the remainder of the theorem, we note that in the proof of Theorem
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6 both Cn[T] and ACP[T] were shown to be Borel linear manifolds in CM.  De-

fining W: C — Lj as above, noting that C^ = W[Bn] and that ACpq = W[ACP],

the remainder of the proof is clear.

The statement on the set (1 ) of Theorem 7 does not require (0, ß, P) to be

complete.

The preceding theorems contain various zero-one laws for Gaussian pro-

cesses.   The problem of determining necessary and sufficient conditions for the

alternatives is usually more difficult.  Some general results in this direction are

given in Theorem 2.   The following theorem is an application of Theorem 1 and

Theorem 2.

Theorem 8. Suppose that (X ), /£(-<», oo), is a measurable mean-square-

continuous Gaussian process on a complete probability space (fl, ß, P).  Suppose

that (Xt) is stationary with rational spectral density function f and with zero

mean.   Let

A = {real valued functions x: x is absolutely continuous on (— oo, oo), with

derivative belonging to LAt] for every compact interval TÎ,

A     = [real valued functions x: x is equal a.e. (Lebesgue) to an element ofA\.

Then,

(1) X-^A^eß, and P(X-1Ueq])=0orl.

(2) // (Xr) is separable, then X~l[A\ £ ß, and P(X~ '[/!])= 0 or 1.

(3) P(X_1[A   ]) = 1  if and only if f^^fWdk < oo.   // (X() is separable,

then this condition is also necessary and sufficient for P(X~ [A]) = 1.

Proof.  A function is absolutely continuous on (- oo, oo) if and only if it is

absolutely continuous on every compact interval.  The fact that X" [A   ] £ ß and

has probability zero or one thus follows from Theorem 7.

Let T be any fixed compact interval.   Let RT and R0T be the integral

operators in LAt] having kernels R(t, s) and R0(t, s), defined by

Rit. s) = f™Jik)exviMt - s))dX,

R0U. s) = j~J\2 + I)"1 exp(¿A(í - s))d\.

Using a result of Hajek [8, §7], one can show that RT = R^WR^ for W trace-

class if and only if f^^Q*-   + l)fiX)d\ < oo.  It is known [l] that the range of

(Rqt) consists of all elements of L [T] that are equal a.e. dt to an absolutely

continuous function with L AT] derivative.   From Theorem 2, one concludes that

P(X~ AA^]) = 1 if and only if /^^/(àVA < ~.

To prove the statements regarding A, we first note that X" [A]C X~ [A   ].

Hence, if f^^fMdk = oo, then X~l[A] e ß, since (Q, ß, P) is complete, and
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P(X~ [A]) = 0.   To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that

/^A f(X)dX < oo and (X ) separable imply that almost all paths of (X ) are ab-

solutely continuous.   This has been proved by Doob [4, pp. 535—537],

As noted in the proof of the theorem, this result is an extension in one direc-

tion of a result of Doob, which states that (X ) has absolutely continuous paths

if f™^  dFi\) < oo, F the spectral distribution function of (X ), and (X() separ-

able [4, pp. 535—537].   However, the result given here is restricted to the case

where (X ) has a spectral density, and this spectral density must be rational.

The requirement that (X ) be Gaussian is not assumed by Doob; the process need

only be separable, measurable, mean-square-continuous, and wide-sense stationary.

Under these same assumptions, with the process also assumed to have a spectral

density function, which is rational, the proof of Theorem 8 can be used to show

that almost all sample, path derivatives belong to L2[T] for all compact intervals

T whenever /^A f(\)dk < oo; i.e., normality is not required.

Theorem 8 is proved for zero-mean Gaussian processes.   If the process has

mean function m, then application of Theorem 2 shows that the necessary and

sufficient condition for A      (or A, if separability of (X ) is assumed) to have

probability one is that /^A /(A) a" A < oo and mT e range(/?gT) for each compact

interval T, where mT(t) = m(t), t e T, mT(t) = 0, t 4 T.  A sufficient condition

for mr to be in range(/?QT) is that j"~ | OTr(A)|2A2d*A < oo [13], where mT is

the Fourier transform of m^..

We discuss an application to information theory.  Suppose that (SX (N ),

t e T (compact interval), are measurable zero-mean Gaussian stochastic pro-

cesses on a probability space (ñ, ß, P).  We assume that (S ) and (N{) ate sta-

tistically independent, and that almost all sample paths belong to L2[t] for each

process.   Let ps, pN  and ps + N denote the Gaussian measures induced on

L2[T] by (St), (N() and (S( + N(), respectively; e.g. ps(A) = P{<u: S(o>) e A], S(ú>)

the sample path of (S ) evaluated at <ú.  Let ps s  N be the Gaussian measure

induced on B[L2 x L2] by (St, S  + N ).   The average mutual information (AMI)

of (S ) and (S + N ) is defined as [7]

AUKS, S + N)=   f Log      fa'54W   (x, y)\t
JL2xl2        ldpsdps+N J

dH. S+N(x« y)

if ps -   N ~ ps ® ft-   N, and equal to + 00 otherwise.   This quantity is of much

interest in many communication theory problems, where it represents the average

information about the "signal" (SJ, obtained by observing "signal plus noise"

(S + Nt). Hájek [8] has shown that for the case considered here, AM(S, S + N) < »

*=»/<s= K^GK/fi tot a trace-class operator G, where K. and K    denote the covari-

ance operators of (S ) and (N ).  From this and Theorem 2 above, one sees that
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AMI(S, S + N)< oo if and only if almost all sample paths of (S ) belong to the

range of KÚ.  This result has been obtained by Pitcher [18], under the assump-

tion that Ps + N^Pn'

7. Zero-one laws for non-Gaussian measures. Our results so far involve only

Gaussian measures.   However, if p is a Gaussian measure on ß[58], and p  is any

probability measure on BÜß] such that p' is absolutely continuous with respect

to p, then obviously p'(G) = 0 or 1 for any subgroup G belonging to B OB].  More-

over, B   ,[$] 3 S [3d]; if also p is absolutely continuous with respect to p', then

B   i[58] = B,,uß].   In this section, we consider a class of non-Gaussian measures

for which this holds.   Our results are based on the following lemma.   The nota-

tion p, « p2 means that p, is absolutely continuous with respect to p2>

Lemma 5 [l]. Suppose px and py are two probability measures on B[38],

Let px ® Py denote product measure on (58 x 58, ß[58] x B[58]).   The set {(x, y):

x + y e A] belongs to B[S] x BGB] for all A £ B[58].  Define a probability measure

Px+ Y on ß^ by Px + Y^ ~ Px ® fyK*» y): x + y £ A\, and for each fixed v in

38, a measure px + t/ ^ Px + V^^ ~ Px^x: x + v e A],   We then have the following

results:

(1) ll PX +y <<C PX a'e' ¿PyW* then Px + YK< Px-

(2) // px « px+y a.e. d¡iY(y), then px « px + y.

(3) // px ~ px+y a.e. ¿py(y), then px ~ px + y.

We thus consider Gaussian measures px and the class of measures px + y

defined as in the lemma, where py need not be Gaussian.  An obvious conse-

quence of this lemma is the following.   If 38 is a Hilbert space, so that px has a

covariance operator K, then px   y ~ Px if Py[range(K   )] = 1.   For the case

where 58 is not a Hilbert space, one can imbed 58 as a dense measurable linear

manifold in a separable Hilbert space H, and work with the covariance operator

of the extension of px.   There are thus obvious extensions of the results of the

preceding section.  Two such extensions are given below.

Theorem 9. Suppose ¡Z i, n = 1, 2, • • •, and {V i» n = 1, 2, •• •, are two

families of real random variables defined on a probability space (Q, ß, P). Sup-

pose that \Z i is Gaussian, and that [Z } is independent of \V Î. Let K(n, m)
L n n * '       n

denote the covariance of Z   and Z   , and let R(n, m) denote the correlation of

V   and V  .   Let \e \ be any set of real-valued functions defined and continuous
n m n J ' ' *

on the interval T.

Let g - (g., g2i * • * ) be a sequence of real numbers such that g. > 0, all i,

2gT < oo, and S"^_ .g2E[Z2(<ô)] < oo.  Suppose that one of the following conditions

is satisfied:
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(1) (2.g. V .(cù)x.)   < k((ù) S. .g.g.x.x.K(i, ;') for a fixed random variable

k, ail x e l2, a.e. dP(cù).

(2) For some matrix operator S in ¡2 such that 2.Sf¿ < oo, R '= K^SK^,

where the matrix operators R   and K. are defined by R (i, j)= g.g.R(i, j) and

K1(i,j)-gigjK(i,j).

(3)(a) 2i¿.(K2(i, j)/K(i, i)K(j,j))< 1 (summation over i, j such that K{{ / 0,

K.. ¡¿ 0) and R(i, i) < kK(i, i) for all i and some finite scalar k,

(b) ZfiffoVW, 0) <°°a.e. dP(o>).
Then Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 hold with \Z ] replaced by {Z   + V ].

n n n

Proof. Let (g.) be defined as in the theorem, and set Y (a) = g  Z (a).

Then Y(a>) s (YAo>), Y2(co), • • •)is in ¡2 a.e. dP(cù), and hence induces from P a

Gaussian measure pY on fiu_J.  py has a covariance operator 7Cy, Ky(i, j) =

gjgjK(i, j).  Consider condition (1) of the theorem.   This condition implies that

V (û)) = (g,V,(<ü), g2V2(û>), • • • ) belongs to ¡2 a.e. dP(a), and thus V' induces

from P a probability measure p  on ß[72].   Moreover, condition (1) is a necessary

and sufficient condition that V'(co) e tange(KY) tot almost all <o [5].   Let p^ be

the probability measure induced on ß[7 ] by y + V'.  Since p'trange(Ky)] = 1,

tt, ~ pY, by Lemma 5.   The assertions of the theorem are now clear when (1) is

satisfied.  For example, defining e"(t) = g~ e (t),

PÍA') = pA x e l2: 2^ x e"it) converges uniformly on TV

= PY\x e l2: ^ x„e'ñ^ converges uniformly on T>

because the latter quantity is 0 or 1, by Theorem 5 and p. ~ fty.

Condition (2) implies condition (1) [l].

Condition (3a) of the theorem is equivalent to

^     KY(¿. ;)
Z—-<1
i,ij KYii, i)KYij, j)

and g.R(i, i)< kKy(i, i), all i, some finite k.  The assumption that g.R(i, i)<

kKy(i, i) implies that V'(g>) e I   a.e. dP(m), V'Aoi) = g .V .(&>).   Kuelbs has shown

[14] that the first part of (3a) implies that ¿ty and p'y ate mutually absolutely

continuous, where /¿yis the Gaussian measure on ß[/.] having the same mean

element as py, but with diagonal covariance matrix Q, Q..= Ky(i, i).  A neces-

sary condition for mutual absolute continuity of py and py is that Q    and Ky

have the same range space [l].  Note that 2.(V2(cù)/K(i, i))=2i([v'.(<ù)]2/Ky(i, i)%
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We now show that if this sum is finite for almost all <u, and if condition (3a) is
i Vi i

satisfied, then V (a>) belongs to range(g   ) a.e. dP(a>).  First, V (a) belongs al-

most surely to the closure of the range of R , R ..= gzg.P(z, /).  To see this, we

note that if \h\ are the complete orthonormal (in L) eigenvectors of R , and h'.

are those eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of R , then

f Lh'. b'y!ia>)v'ia>)dPio>) = 0
J°ti  '*   ' '

for each h'..   Hence, P{a>: V'((o)lh'\ - 1, each h'., so that Pica: V'((ù) is not

orthogonal to h'{\ - 0, all h\.  Noting that \<ù: V'(cû) ¿range(P')! = \Jh'\ct>: V"'(<a)

is not orthogonal to h. i, we have that Plcu: V (to) £ range(R  )} = 1.  Next we

show that range(g) 3range(/?').  Suppose g.. = 0.   Then the element c; £ ¡2,

e{ =8.., is in the null space îî0 of g, and 2,  .e; e; R'(j, k) = R'(i, i) = 0,
;'        , i   k

since R (i, i)< kKY(i, i), all i, and gf. = KY(i, i).  Hence e. is in the null space

of R '.  The elements e. such that e¿ is in JIq span •/(   , so that the null space

of g is contained in the null space of R .  This implies that range(P ) C

range(g).   Hence, V'(co) £ range(g) (= range(g   )) for almost all o. We now note

that if x £ ¡2 and x £ range(g), then x £ range(g^) if and only if 2.(x?/g..)< «u

Hence, the assumption that R(z', z) < kKY(i, i), all z, and the assumption that

2.([Vt!(<u)]2/Ky(z, «')) < « a.e. dP(co) imply that V'(co) £ ranged) a.e. ¿P(ú)).

The assumption that 2(.. .(K2(i, /')/K(z, z')/iC(/', ;'))< 1 implies that range(g^) =

range(r<y).   Thus the assumptions of (3) imply that V'(a>) £ range(Ky) a.e. dP(a>).

Hence, assumption (3) implies assumption (1), and the proof is completed.
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